Subtitled “The Financial Technology Handbook for Investors, Entrepreneurs, and Visionaries,” this is a comprehensive guide to the industry. It aims to provide information and helpful advice for bankers, fintech entrepreneurs, and investors eyeing profit opportunities in the fintech industry. The material included in “The FINTECH Book” was crowdsourced, mirroring a fintech-related economic trend.Â Smarter Bank: Why Money Management Is More Important Than Money Movement to Banks and Credit Unions by Ron Shevlin. Amazon. Buy on Amazon.Â The book is essentially an extension of the work that Skinner has been doing for years through the Financial Services Club, a networking forum for financial services professionals, which he founded in 2004. Books by the world’s leading experts offer extensive insights not only about the best current practices but also about the future of the industry. Discover the driving forces behind ongoing innovation and trends that will impact FinTech for years to come. It is worth mentioning that with so many great FinTech books out there, it is tough to choose just ten. We relied on our experience working in the FinTech sector to highlight the most notable, recent, and best-reviewed publications. The Innovation Ultimatum: Six strategic technologies that will reshape every business in the 2020s. By Steve Br PREFACE This book is designed to give the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) a complete overview of his or her place in the corporation and how to handle strategy decisions related to a variety of financial, tax, and information technology issues. Here are some of the questions that Chapters 1 through 4 allow one to answer related to these issues: Who should I do during my first days on the job? Â When can I use net operating loss tax carryforwards? Â How can I use transfer pricing to reduce income taxes? Â Â How can I reduce income taxes? Â What specific information technologies should I install for a certain type of business, such as a low-cost producer or rapid product innovator? The CFO